Practicality of Evaluating Soft Errors in Commercial sub-90 nm CMOS for Space Applications
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Abstract—Inclusion of commercial technologies in civil spaceflight applications is reality. These technologies enable higher performance, reduce power consumption, and ultimately yield better science. However, the benefits do not come without cost, and radiation-induced soft errors in advanced, sub-90 nm CMOS technologies present new challenges. These challenges include sensitivity to proton direct ionization, memory technology evaluation, as well as testing and evaluation complexity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) faces many radiation hardness assurance challenges as microelectronic components used in spacecraft scale below the 90 nm process node. This is particularly true for commercial off the shelf (COTS) complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) parts. While these parts enable improved scientific investigations, evaluating the semiconductor technologies required for the missions creates unique testing challenges like the examination of low-energy proton-induced soft errors [1-4].

Another key area of ongoing investigation in scaled commercial spacecraft electronics concerns volatile and non-volatile memory applications. These applications include processor program storage, temporary data buffers, mass data storage in solid-state recorders, and configuration storage for static random access memory (SRAM)-based field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) [5, 6]. Each of these memory applications carries with it different levels of soft error criticality risk – some soft errors may result in scientific or housekeeping data loss, while others may require ground-based intervention for spacecraft safe-hold conditions. Engineers can determine this risk a number of different ways, one of which is a radiation- specific form of failure mode, effects, and criticality analysis called single-event effects criticality analysis (SEECA) [7], another is a Bayesian analysis approach [8].

Testing and evaluation challenges include matching the space environment using ground-based accelerator and pulsed laser facilities, experimental coverage of operational modes, budgetary concerns over non-recurring engineering, the limited lifetime of commercial product generation manufacturing relative to typical spacecraft mission development lifetime, and confronting things like controlled collapse chip connection, or flip-chip, device packaging styles. The use of advanced COTS CMOS in space-based applications has given rise to new soft error experimental and modeling evaluation techniques [5, 9-14] to overcome these challenges.

II. LOW-ENERGY PROTON SOFT ERRORS

Traditional proton soft errors are caused by inelastic nuclear reactions, much the same as high-energy neutron soft errors. Since the inception of space-based radiation effects [15] until very recently, indirect ionization soft errors were the only proton-based concern aside from ionizing dose and displacement damage. For scaled, sensitive COTS parts, protons are able to generate enough charge through electronic stopping, called direct ionization, to cause soft errors. K. P. Rodbell et al. [1] and D. F. Heidel et al. [2] published the first demonstration of low-energy proton direct ionization soft errors in 2007 and 2008 for a commercial 65 nm silicon-on-insulator (SOI) CMOS process; the results from D. F. Heidel et al. [3] are shown in Fig. 1. Scientists and engineers within the radiation effects community predicted the onset of low-energy proton direct ionization soft errors when heavy ion linear energy transfer (LET) thresholds dropped below 1 (MeV·cm²)/mg while maintaining a sufficient sensitive volume structure; cf. [16]. LET is often referred to as mass stopping power. It is the electronic stopping power, dE/dx, normalized by the density of the target material, which is either given as g/cm³ or mg/cm³. LET is, by definition, a measure of direct ionization.

Proton direct ionization soft errors represent a significant threat to spacecraft electronics. They cannot be effectively shielded due to the fact that proton energies in space exceed several hundred megaelectron volts for solar, trapped, and galactic cosmic ray environments [17-19]. The external high-energy protons will lose energy and become low-energy protons as they transit the mass between outer space and the electronics boxes within the spacecraft. The spacecraft shielding distribution will determine which portion of the external proton energy spectrum becomes the low-energy spectrum that impacts sensitive microelectronic devices [2]. Low-energy protons have thus far been defined as protons with a kinetic energy less than 10 MeV, though energies that result in soft errors are typically below 2 MeV for the 65 and 45 nm process technologies documented thus far [1-4].
Fig. 3: Experimental and simulated proton linear energy transfer (mass stopping power) as a function of energy in silicon. The experimental values, shown as open circles, are from Helmut Paul’s database [22, 23]. The simulated linear energy transfer curves were calculated using SRIM-2008 [24, 25] and NIST PSTAR [26, 27]. The points on the simulation curves are sparse to aid viewing. Note that the PSTAR calculations do not go below 1 keV.

Fig. 1: Single- and double-bit proton upsets (SBU and DBU) in an IBM 45 nm SOI CMOS SRAM, after [3]. The cross sections for proton energies below 2 MeV are the points dominated by direct ionization, resulting in a 100x increase for SBU and a 10x increase for DBU. These irradiations were carried out at the UC Davis Crocker Nuclear Laboratory, which is pictured in Fig. 2.

Recent results published by B. D. Sierawski et al. [4] show that for space environments with large proton populations – low Earth orbit, highly-elliptical orbit, and solar particle events – direct ionization soft errors from low-energy protons either dominate the overall soft error rate or constitute a significant fraction of it. The problem facing radiation engineers then becomes one of hardness assurance. However, guaranteeing component performance in the space environment by conducting ground-based low-energy proton tests, like the one shown in Fig. 2 using the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center’s low-cost digital tester [20], is fraught with physics-imposed difficulties.

The issues with accelerated low-energy proton testing can be summarized as limited range, energy straggling, and uncertainty in electronic stopping power. A 2 MeV proton has a range of approximately 50 µm in silicon and 74 mm in air, which means that testing either has to be carried out in a vacuum or tested in air using foil degraders. The inconvenience of testing in vacuum aside, the difficulty is exacerbated by the fact that at 2 MeV the LET of the proton is too low to generate enough charge to cause a soft error. Facilities can lower the proton energy below the beam tune energy using a combination of aluminum and Mylar degraders from hundreds of nanometers to several micrometers thick along with air columns and the semiconductor die itself. Particle range limitations become severe with flip-chip ball grid arrays where irradiation has to be done through the substrate. In-situ device thinning is often necessary, which is problematic because the ball grid array is under stress and will crack the die without sufficient mechanical support [21].

Fig. 3 shows experimental measurements of proton LET in silicon, compiled from Helmut Paul’s database [22, 23], as well as two theoretical calculations of proton LET in silicon using SRIM-2010 [24, 25] and the National Institute of Standards and Technology’s PSTAR tool [26]; the latter is based on ICRU Report 49 [27]. As the figure shows, at high energy there is good agreement between experiment and theory. However, below 1 MeV, moving up towards the Bragg peak, the spread in experimental data becomes large. These low-energy transmission measurements require thin foils, making the presence of pin holes and other material variations critical. The critical angle for ion channeling also increases at low energy along with the importance of multiple scattering [27]. These experimental facts translate to uncertainty in
empirical stopping power formulations that rely on these data, such as SRIM, PSTAR, and GEANT4 [14]. The same difficulties present in measuring the stopping power are also present in soft error testing.

There are generally two options for accelerating proton beams: Van de Graaff accelerators and cyclotrons. Van de Graaff accelerators have much tighter energy spectrums than cyclotrons – a few kiloelectron volts wide versus several hundred kiloelectron volts. However, cyclotrons offer the benefits of in-air irradiation and higher energies. The spread in beam tune energy matters since the protons at the Bragg peak, around 50 keV in silicon, generate the most charge and are therefore the most likely to cause soft errors. Since protons at the Bragg peak have a range of approximately 0.5 µm in silicon, the soft error cross section effect is sharp and dramatic. A beam that has a large energy spread will smear out the dramatic increase in soft errors at low proton energies for susceptible technologies. This makes interpreting results and mechanisms difficult if not impossible. As a general rule, more mass between the tuned beam and the device under test will result in poor energy resolution and less conclusive data. The best scenario is to tune the beam to the exact energy desired and to avoid external degraders. B. D. Sierawski et al. [4] has a nice example of this effect shown in their Fig. 13.

The radiation effects community is moving in several directions with regard to low-energy proton testing and soft error rate evaluation. B. D. Sierawski et al. [4] advocate characterizing the device under test with high-energy, low-LET, light ions like helium and nitrogen that have LETs close to low-energy protons. Using these ions provides a well-defined electronic stopping power as the ion traverses the device and makes model calibration easier; cf. [12, 28, 29]. Other groups, like D. F. Heidel et al. [2, 3], are continuing to pursue improved low-energy proton irradiation techniques that reduce systematic errors and unlock underlying soft error mechanisms.

III. EVALUATING SPACECRAFT MEMORY TECHNOLOGIES

Spacecraft memory has gone through several evolutions, from magnetic core, also known as Forrester core, memory in the 1960s and 1970s, to magnetic tape memory in the 1970s and 1980s, and finally to silicon solid-state recorders and other applications in the 1990s and beyond. Current technologies include both volatile and non-volatile random access memory (RAM). For space use, volatile memories consist of dynamic random access memory (DRAM) and SRAM. Non-volatile memory currently in use is limited to NAND flash, but there are many varieties of non-volatile memory currently under investigation for space applications.

From a radiation effects perspective, the only current radiation-hardened memory solutions are SRAMs. Of these, the largest amount of memory per die is 16 Mbit. Radiation-hardened computer offerings still use this type of memory extensively; however some designs have transitioned to DRAM. Due to memory size and power limitations, flight projects transitioned their solid-state recorders from SRAM to DRAM in the mid-1990s. Synchronous DRAMs (SDRAMs) are currently in-flight, with many designs using double data rate (DDR) and DDR2 interfaces. SDRAM is dense and low-power, making it ideal for mass storage applications that need to accommodate fast access times.

However, soft error evaluations of SDRAM indicate that they suffer from cross-contamination from multiple error modes, testability issues related to packaging, a large number of functional modes, soft error latency, and test data repeatability [5, 21, 30-36]. Despite all these drawbacks, commercial SDRAMs are indispensable for mass data storage in solid-state recorders. Though, due to soft error-induced data loss, they are not usually used to store mission-critical information.

Soft error data loss in SDRAMs can occur through single- and multiple-bit upset, control logic errors, block errors, and single-event functional interrupts (SEFIs). The classification categories are not standardized and vary among test groups [5, 32-34]. Block errors and SEFIs can circumvent error detection...
and correction schemes without periodic scrubbing, and in some cases require power cycling causing complete data loss. Since mass memory is assembled into 3-dimensional stacks, having to recycle one die in the stack means losing the data in the entire stack, which can affect other data words if they are split across multiple stacks.

The complex nature of the possible errors in SDRAMS necessitates careful soft error evaluation. The standard technique employs ground-based broadbeam heavy ion testing, but because of latency and the time it takes to read out an entire memory, it could be many seconds before the errors get registered. Broadbeam testing lacks spatial correlation, so there is no definitive connection between the ion strike location and the observed error signature. This limitation has led to testing of SDRAMS with pulsed laser sources [5, 35, 36], similar to the test shown in Fig. 4.

Two-photon absorption [37, 38] is ideally suited for testing SDRAMS since it injects photons through the backside of the die and most SDRAMS are flip-chip mounted – shown in Fig. 4(a). For two-photon absorption, the laser spot size is approximately 2 \( \mu \)m in diameter. While this is large compared to the size of a single memory cell, it is easy to differentiate between stimulating control logic and memory cells, as shown in Fig. 4(b). This type of testing provides a relative measure of soft error sensitivity for different portions of the device by changing the laser pulse energy.

The approaching challenge for SDRAMS in space systems is two-fold. The cost and time required to qualify a SDRAM technology means that by the time a vendor’s product is approved for flight use it is nearly obsolete in the marketplace with limited availability. Furthermore, SDRAM scaling beyond the 40 nm process node faces many challenges related to the present ArF lithography process, capacitor dielectric equivalent dielectric thickness, and equivalent electric field of the capacitor dielectric [39]. The International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors predicts these challenges on its current roadmap as soon as 2012 with no known manufacturing solutions. This raises concerns about the current qualification efforts focused on DDR3 SDRAMs and what might replace SDRAM.

Along with SDRAMS, NAND flash is the other major component in spacecraft memory applications [6, 40-42]. Like other space memory technologies, non-volatile memories have evolved from early one-time programmable PROMs, to EPROMs, to EEPROMs, to the current generation of single- and multi-level cell NAND flash technologies. The high density of NAND flash makes it attractive for mass storage in solid-state recorders. There are obvious power consumption benefits as well.

However, these benefits come at the cost of access time and requirements for high voltage to complete the read/erase/write cycle. The high voltage, generated with a charge pump, increases the threat of hard errors. The presence of mode registers, as with SDRAMS, means that flash devices are susceptible to SEFIs. However, flash storage density per die is much larger than SDRAM. Static (no read/write modes) heavy ion soft error cross sections for a Samsung 4 Gbit NAND flash are shown in Fig. 5. The onset LET for SEFIs is a critical parameter that will affect how the memory has to be protected on orbit.

Other types of non-volatile memory under investigation for space applications include phase-change RAM, ferroelectric RAM, resistive RAM, spin-torque transfer RAM – a type of magnetoresistive memory, and carbon nanotube RAM. A clear leader has not yet emerged from this group, but access time and thermal stability are key issues for a technology if it does replace SDRAMS in the coming years.

IV. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

For commercial technology soft errors, low-energy protons represent one of the greatest mitigation threats due to sheer abundance in the space environment. The radiation effects community must devise a clear and uniform path forward to test, evaluate, and predict the consequences of low-energy proton direct ionization soft errors. Ground testing with low-energy protons will be an inextricable part of the process, but modeling and simulation will also play an important role. The MRED [14] and NOVICE [43-46] codes are two examples that might hold a solution given proper experimental data constraints. The debate at this point revolves around how to calibrate the simulation models – with high-energy light heavy ions or directly with low-energy protons. The answer may depend on differences in interaction mechanisms and track structure between protons and alpha particles.

Along the same path, we need a soft error simulation solution that’s not dependent on technology intellectual property or destructive physical analysis. Most of the detailed soft error calculations that have been done to date – i.e., [10, 28, 47-49] – rely on detailed technology information. This is often not available or affordable to obtain for standard commercial products. The radiation effects community needs to work towards a general-purpose modeling technique that can be applied to a variety of problems while maintaining predictive power based on limited data.
Constraining soft error analysis parameter spaces leads to the inevitable problem of incomplete state space coverage when doing ground-based heavy ion or proton testing. With the possible exception of SRAMs, most modern commercial memory technologies like SDRAMs and NAND flash have too many operational modes to have full test coverage when ion species, tilt and roll angles, biasing, data patterns, and temperature are incorporated. K. A. LaBel et al. [50] calculated the costs of a scaled-down 1 Gbit SDRAM heavy ion test at the Texas A&M University Cyclotron facility and arrived at approximately $80,000 for 16 hours of beam time. Full state space coverage would require several years of continuous testing. This means that any testing has to be application specific without omitting important variables that could affect on-orbit operation. Effective modeling and simulation approaches could alleviate some of this burden by prescribing the data needed to optimally constrain subsequent simulations used to extrapolate coverage to more of the operational state space.

In lieu of heavy ion testing, pulsed laser irradiation has grown as an evaluation technique, largely due to the work of several groups [37, 38, 51-53]. While there have been several direct comparisons of pulsed laser data to heavy ion data, cf. [54-56], the pulsed laser technique’s speed, spatial correlation, and ease of energy adjustment are the most valuable features. However, as technologies scale, the once relatively small laser spot size of 1-2 µm is now large compared to single transistors meaning that it is impossible to probe single devices in 65 and 45 nm process technologies with current pulsed laser techniques. There is movement in the radiation effects community to overcome this difficulty, perhaps with the use of solid immersion lenses [57], though a practical solution has not yet been demonstrated.

The challenge of evaluating soft errors in commercial technologies for space applications has been and will continue to be centered on memory technologies. Aside from FPGAs and microprocessors, memory technology represents one of the fastest moving semiconductor development sectors and an ideal point for space systems to leverage commercial non-recurring engineering and technological advances. However, this rapid development cycle puts the space electronics community at a disadvantage due to the inherent dichotomy in development cycle time constants. Spacecraft memory choices in the next several years will likely continue their transition to more non-volatile technologies as the search for one or more SDRAM successors continues.
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